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Across

3. The amount of data that is 

transferred under real life conditions.

8. In a client server network, a 

computer or other device that requests 

and uses network resources.

12. A networking standard for very 

short-range wireless connections

13. To retrieve files from a server

14. A network that uses a central 

device connected directly to several 

other devices

15. a private network that is set up 

similarly to the internet and is accesses 

via a Web browser

16. A method of transmitting data in 

which data is sent out to all nodes on a 

network and is retrieved only by the 

intended recipient.

17. In a client-server network, a 

computer that is dedicated to processing 

client requests.

18. The use of networking technology 

to provide medical information and 

services

19. A location that provides wireless 

Internet access.

20. A network that uses a central cable 

to which all network devices connect.

Down

1. What is it called when computers 

and other devices that are connected to 

share hardware, software, and data?

2. A real time, face to face meeting 

between individuals not in the physically 

in the same place is called?

4. An intranet that is at least partially 

accessible to authorized outsiders.

5. The act of working from a remote 

location bu using computers and 

networking technology.

6. A phone, such as a cellular or 

satellite phone, that uses a wireless 

network.

7. A network in which computers and 

other devices are connected to the 

network via physical cables

9. The amount of data that can be 

transferred, such as via a bus or over a 

networking medium, in a given time 

period.

10. to transfer files to a server

11. A network in which computers and 

other devices are connected without 

physical cables


